Teaching Argument
Writing, Grades 6-12

Toulmin’s basics conception
of argument includes:
Claim
Evidence
Warrants explaining how
evidence supports the claim
Backing supporting the warrants
Qualifications and rebuttals to
refute competing claims

Planning for active and enjoyable learning
Choose activities that make students have a sense of competence and control
Studies indicate that teacher talk may constraint students’ active
participation. Powerful learning should promote students to constantly learn
how to do something.
Choose tasks that have clear goals
Ask yourself constantly “How will what we do now help students to become
more expert in dealing with xxxx (a specific skill/ task)?”
Clear goals also help teachers to be more clear about assessment criteria.
Choose tasks that is appropriately complex
Provide clear feedback
With neophytes, feedback should not be focused on more than two
dimensions at a time for students to digest
Feedback should focus on presence of evidence and warrants, not on
students’ interpretation or what claim they take on.

Teaching simple
argument of fact
It’s common for adolescents to only
present opinions when they write
an argument. They may not have
the awareness to present evidence.

How to teach students to
develop argument
Start from a existing problem that contains data
Introducing the problem
Lead discussion to let students finish evidence-ruleconclusion chart

Collect worksheets to monitor students’ progress of understanding
and prepare next class’s content
Comment on students work and encourage them to come up with
more evidence using the worksheet in discussion
Collaboratively write a report together to model argument writing
Withdraw support gradually and invite students to write their own

*

report with the evidence they have located

Invite students to work in groups on evidence and rules
with worksheets

Providing checklist is a good way to scaffold student
writing, for example:
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